
FIRING SERVICE - DROP OFF FIRING SERVICE - DROP OFF 

NAME:NAME:

EMAIL:EMAIL:

PHONE:PHONE:

DATE:DATE:

CLAY USED:CLAY USED:

GLAZE USED:GLAZE USED:

DISCRIPTION OF WORK (MUG/VASE/BOWL/SCULPTURE ETC.):DISCRIPTION OF WORK (MUG/VASE/BOWL/SCULPTURE ETC.):

TYPE OF FIRING:TYPE OF FIRING:

BISQUE FIRE | MIDFIRE |CONE 06-08 ($12/KG)BISQUE FIRE | MIDFIRE |CONE 06-08 ($12/KG)

LUSTRE FIRE | LOW FIRE | ($18/KG)LUSTRE FIRE | LOW FIRE | ($18/KG)

GLAZE FIRE | MIDFIRE | CONE 5-6 ($12/KG)GLAZE FIRE | MIDFIRE | CONE 5-6 ($12/KG)

GLAZE FIRE | HIGHFIRE | CONE 8-10 ($15/KG)GLAZE FIRE | HIGHFIRE | CONE 8-10 ($15/KG)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLYFOR OFFICE USE ONLY

WEIGHT:WEIGHT: AMOUNT DUE $:AMOUNT DUE $:

NOTES:NOTES:

SIGNATURE:SIGNATURE:

TERMS & CONDITIONS:TERMS & CONDITIONS:
- Our Space takes all care and no responsibility for loss or damage and reserves the right to refuse any items - Our Space takes all care and no responsibility for loss or damage and reserves the right to refuse any items 
which may potentially damage our equipment.which may potentially damage our equipment.
- Firing is only done when kiln is full, and all your pieces will go into line at the time of processing payment. - Firing is only done when kiln is full, and all your pieces will go into line at the time of processing payment. 
Any Priority Firing incurs a $15 fast track fee. Any Priority Firing incurs a $15 fast track fee. 
- All details of clay and glaze must be provided before firing.- All details of clay and glaze must be provided before firing.
- The base and 5mm from the base must be free from glaze.- The base and 5mm from the base must be free from glaze.
- Your work must be brought in your own box and both work and box named clearly- Your work must be brought in your own box and both work and box named clearly
- If pieces are left for more than 2 months at Our Space, it will incur a storage fee. After 4 months, pieces will - If pieces are left for more than 2 months at Our Space, it will incur a storage fee. After 4 months, pieces will 
be disposed of.be disposed of.
- PLEASE NOTE: Any damage caused by your work to Our Space kilns/shelves will incur a fee or replacement - PLEASE NOTE: Any damage caused by your work to Our Space kilns/shelves will incur a fee or replacement 
costs.costs.

EXPRESS FIRE FEE | $15EXPRESS FIRE FEE | $15 (TURN AROUND BETWEEN 4-7 DAYS) (TURN AROUND BETWEEN 4-7 DAYS)


